Eye On The Market Outlook 2018 – Special Topics - Text Script –
TIME: 9:32

On screen:
White text on a brown screen.
Text on screen:
The views, opinions, estimates and strategies expressed herein constitute
Michael Cembalest’s judgment based on current market conditions and are
subject to change without notice, and may differ from those expressed by
other areas of J.P. Morgan. This information in no way constitutes J.P.
Morgan Research and should not be treated as such. Any projected results
and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. We believe
certain information contained in this material to be reliable but do not
warrant its accuracy or completeness. Investors may get back less than
they invested, and past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future results.
Any views and strategies described in the material may not be suitable for
all investors and are subject to investment risks. Please read this
Important Information in its entirety. Not all products and services
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described in this material are available in your jurisdiction.
INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE PRODUCTS ARE:
• NOT FDIC INSURED
• NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY
• NOT A DEPOSIT OR OTHER OBLIGATION OF, OR GUARANTEED BY,
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A. OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES
• SUBJECT TO INVESTMENT RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF
THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT INVESTED
Note:
Upbeat introduction music plays.
Text on screen:
J.P. Morgan. INDUSTRIAL COMMODITY PRICES: More Room to Rise.
On screen:
Michael Cembalest, a man with short dark hair, glasses, and a blue jacket,
sits in a spacious office. White text appears, briefly, on screen.
Text on screen:
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Michael Cembalest. Chairman of Market and Investment Strategy, J.P.
Morgan Asset & Wealth Management.
Mr. Cembalest:
A few years ago, Mary, who I work for, said to me that she had been to a
conference, and at the conference one of the well-known commodity
investor hedge funds was talking about that there were 20 or 30 years left
in the unwinding of the commodity super cycle. And the person who made
the statement said, well, I’ve looked at all of the commodity super cycles
since the 1700s, and they take around 20 to 30 years to unwind when they
happen. Then I asked Mary, well ask them what the percentage decline in
commodity prices is during these super cycles, and the answer was, well,
around 50 percent. Well, by the spring of 2016, commodity prices had
already fallen by around 50 percent. I’m a lot more interested in price than
time as an indicator of when something may have value.
On screen:
A line graph entitled, "Global copper, aluminum, nickel, zinc, and oil capex"
appears, with all five in decline as of 2015. Five color coded dots project a
continued decline in 2016 for copper, aluminum, nickel, and oil – but a rise
for zinc. Small text, beneath the graph: Source – Wood Mackenzie,
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Barclays, December 2015. Dot is an estimate for 2015.
Mr. Cembalest:
We already felt by the spring of 2016 that the worst was over for
commodity prices, and we also started to see massive declines in capital
spending projections across the industrial metals complex and oil as well.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
That was basically the foundation then of the view that we were headed for
better supply-demand conditions across the oil and industrial metals
markets. As things stand now, we expect metals and oil prices to remain
range bound, and where they are right now is perfectly fine as it relates to
the export revenue potential of a lot of the countries and companies that we
look at.
On screen:
A title appears on a gray and white screen.
Text on screen:
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BRAZIL - Economics Trump Politics.
On screen:
A bar graph entitled, "Investment Signal Rankings" appears. The graph
shows the monthly S&P return differential based on investment signals
from 1985 to 2017, with:
- Leading Indicators at nearly 1.2%;
- CEO Confidence at 1.1%;
- Payroll Growth at 0.9%;
- GDP Growth at nearly 0.8%;
- Forward 12 Month Profits at 0.7%;
- Small Business Optimism at nearly 0.6%;
- ISM Manufacturing at 0.5%;
- Financial Conditions at 0.5%;
- Trailing 12 Month Profits at 0.3%;
- Policy Uncertainty at 0.2%;
- and Geopolitical Risk at 0.1%.
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Small text, beneath the graph: Source - JPMAM, Confidence Board, BLS,
BEA, NFIB, ISM, Chicago Fed, S&P, Boston College, Stanford University.
Mr. Cembalest:
We ran some analysis to show that the stuff that matters over time for
investors is CEO confidence, forward-looking profits growth, job growth,
and things related to the real economy. And that issues related to
geopolitics and economic uncertainty indices weren’t very reliable
investment signals.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
I can’t think of a better example of that than Brazil. Because over the last
two years, there’s probably no country that’s gotten worse press: The
calamity of the Olympic aftermath and this wide-ranging and never-ending
political scandals. Yet, over that period of time, Brazil has gone through a
fairly normal balance of payments adjustment.
On screen:
A line graph entitled, "Brazil equity markets" appears. The graph shows an
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increase from 2016 into 2017. Small text, beneath the graph reads, “Source
– Bloomberg. November 9, 2017.”
Mr. Cembalest:
Brazilian equity markets are up substantially over that same timeframe. If
you were paying attention to the usual suspects as it relates to equity
markets, you would have seen opportunity in Brazil.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
Whereas if you were just focused on a lot of the headlines and the political
risks, you would have definitely missed it.
On screen:
A title appears on a gray and white screen.
Text on screen:
U.S. MUNI MARKET: Debt burdens of U.S. Cities & Counties.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
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Mr. Cembalest:
Earlier in this taping, I mentioned that there was a very small list of
countries in distress. Unfortunately, I think over the next few years there
are a handful of states and cities and counties in the U.S. which may be
added to that list alongside Puerto Rico. We took another deep dive into
the muni market, this time looking at the counties and the cities in addition
to the work that we’ve already done a couple of times on the states. And,
again, what you find is a very heterogeneous picture. The bottom line is we
come up with a scoring mechanism that indicates to us what are the places
that have the highest both visible and less visible accumulation of debt
relative to their revenue collections. Our overall exposure to those entities
is generally somewhere around one percent of all of the municipal assets
that we managed. So, safe rather than sorry, I think, is a good way to
approach investing in fixed income. Because when everything works out,
you get your coupon. When it doesn’t work out, you lose $30 to $40 in
principal. The rules of the road as it relates to adjudicating disputes
between bondholders and pensioners isn’t completely worked out in the
courts yet. What we’ve seen so far in terms of precedent is, if the
pensioners take a hit, the bondholders get it worse. It’s for those reasons
we’re trying to be very proactive about how we manage our exposure to
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some of the entities that have higher levels of debt.
On screen:
A title appears on a gray and white screen.
Text on screen:
HEDGE FUND PERFORMANCE: Valuation Compression Remains
Challenging.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
Hedge fund performance in 2017 was a little better than in 2016, which was
a low bar. We take a closer look at some of the factors related to that.
What we now have is an industry that maybe 10, 20 years ago was thought
of as an equity proxy. When you actually look at the volatility of a diversified
hedge fund portfolio now, it looks more like a risky fixed income proxy. So,
to me, the hedge funds are not quite as far away from delivering on that
kind of mandate than some people think. The big headwind that’s left for
the hedge funds is the impact of central bank intervention has completely
collapsed all of the valuations across different sectors. For that reason, it
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seems premature to make permanent judgments about hedge fund
potential until the central bank interventions starts to fade. Presumably, as
that happens and the valuation compression starts to reverse, and you start
to see broader market distinctions between winners and losers, the
opportunity set for hedge funds should presumably improve. That’s what
we’re looking to see over the next two to three years.
On screen:
A title appears on a gray and white screen.
Text on screen:
U.S. EQUITY MARKETS: Concentration of returns in 2017.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
One of the special topics that we talked about this year had to do with the
return contribution of a handful of the big tech stocks. Some clients have
mentioned to us that they were disturbed by just how much the market
return was reliant on the contribution of a handful of stocks. We look back
over the last 20 years or so, and for better or worse, the largest contributors
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are generally always delivering something on the order of, let’s say, a three
or four percent return just from the largest five stocks or so.
On screen:
A title appears on a gray and white screen.
Text on screen:
U.S. LISTING GAP: Shrinking Number of Public Companies.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
We’ve been watching this for a while, the shrinking number of public
companies. There’s a couple of reasons for it.
On screen:
A line graph entitled, "Additions and subtractions to listed companies."
appears. The graph shows the number of listed firms at about 4000 in
2016. Small text, beneath the graph reads, “Source – “The U.S. Listing
Gap,” Journal of Financial Economics, Doidge, Karolyi, and Stulz, Credit
Suisse. 2017.”
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Mr. Cembalest:
One of it has to do with the fact that new listings have dropped, and the
other part of the equation has to do with rising levels of M&A and industry
consolidation.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
With both of those things happening at once, the number of public
companies outstanding continues to shrink. For many of our clients,
endowments, foundations and pension plans, and ultra-high-net-worth
individuals, this isn’t necessarily a problem because they have the ability to
invest in pre-IPO markets and venture capital and private equity. So
whether their value is created pre-IPO or post-IPO, many of our clients
have the ability to access that value creation in their portfolio in a lot of
different ways. The concern we have about it is for investors that don’t have
the ability or the risk appetite to invest in pre-IPO markets. There’s a
fairness issue.
On screen:
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A line graph entitled, "Number of participants in pension plans" appears. It
shows "Defined Benefit" with about 40 million participants in 2014 and
"Defined Contribution" with about 100 million participants in 2014. Small
text, beneath the graph: Source - Department of Labor. 2014.
Mr. Cembalest:
For example, if you look at the degree to which defined contribution is
dominating the pension landscape compared to defined benefit these days,
you’ve got this growing pool of defined contribution assets that really don’t
take advantage in any material way of value creation in pre-IPO markets.
On screen:
Close-up of Mr. Cembalest.
Mr. Cembalest:
I think there’s in addition to the fairness for median income investors and
funding their retirement, there’s also a fairness issue related to the public
companies that are providing all of the information that we as investors use
to make judgments about the stock market and the economy. There are
obviously very limited disclosures from private companies. And so the
fewer public companies you have, the smaller the aggregate universe of
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great information for us to be making our investment decisions on. So that
free riding benefit that accrues to private companies is a concern to us
because in the long term we’d rather have more information rather than
less when it comes to making investment decisions in client portfolios.
What should be done about it, well, those are some complicated questions.
Some people believe that the onerousness of the regulatory framework for
public companies needs to be relaxed. To me, the bigger issue is the
extent to which the private capital has been deregulated, which gives
private companies the ability to spend a lot more time privately without
having to go public. I think while you can relax some of the regulatory
burdens on public companies, unless you reregulate some aspect of the
private capital markets, it’s going to be very difficult to put the genie back in
the bottle.
On screen:
White text on a brown screen.
Text on screen:
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Purpose of This Material
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This material is for information purposes only. The views, opinions,
estimates and strategies expressed herein constitute Michael Cembalest’s
judgment based on current market conditions and are subject to change
without notice, and may differ from those expressed by other areas of J.P.
Morgan. This information in no way constitutes J.P. Morgan Research and
should not be treated as such.
Non-Reliance
We believe the information contained in this material to be reliable and
have sought to take reasonable care in its preparation; however, we do not
represent or warrant its accuracy, reliability or completeness, or accept any
liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the
use of all or any part of this material. We do not make any representation
or warranty with regard to any computations, graphs, tables, diagrams or
commentary in this material, which are provided for illustration/reference
purposes only. We assume no duty to update any information in this
material in the event that such information changes. Any projected results
and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Forwardlooking statements should not be considered as guarantees or predictions
of future events. Investors may get back less than they invested, and past
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performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Risks, Considerations and Additional Information
There may be different or additional factors which are not reflected in this
material, but which may impact on a client’s portfolio or investment
decision. The information contained in this material is intended as general
market commentary and should not be relied upon in isolation for the
purpose of making an investment decision. Nothing in this document shall
be construed as giving rise to any duty of care owed to, or advisory
relationship with, you or any third party. Nothing in this document is
intended to constitute a representation that any investment strategy or
product is suitable for you. You should consider carefully whether any
products and strategies discussed are suitable for your needs, and to
obtain additional information prior to making an investment decision.
Nothing in this document shall be regarded as an offer, solicitation,
recommendation or advice (whether financial, accounting, legal, tax or
other) given by J.P. Morgan and/or its officers or employees, irrespective of
whether or not such communication was given at your request. J.P. Morgan
and its affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting
advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors
before engaging in any financial transactions.
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International investing involves a greater degree of risk and increased
volatility. Changes in currency exchange rates and differences in
accounting and taxation policies outside the United States can raise or
lower returns. Also, some overseas markets may not be as politically and
economically stable as the United States and other nations. Investments in
emerging markets can be more volatile.
Investments in commodities may have greater volatility than investments in
traditional securities. The value of commodities may be affected by
changes in overall market movements, commodity index volatility, changes
in interest rates, or factors affecting a particular industry or commodity,
such as drought, floods, weather, livestock disease, embargoes, tariffs and
international economic, political and regulatory developments. Investing in
commodities creates an opportunity for increased return but, at the same
time, creates the possibility for greater loss.
As a reminder, hedge funds (or funds of hedge funds) often engage in
leveraging and other speculative investment practices that may increase
the risk of investment loss. These investments can be highly illiquid, and
are not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to
investors, and may involve complex tax structures and delays in distributing
important tax information. These investments are not subject to the same
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regulatory requirements as mutual funds; and often charge high fees.
Further, any number of conflicts of interest may exist in the context of the
management and/or operation of any such fund. For complete information,
please refer to the applicable offering memorandum.
Contact your J.P. Morgan representative for additional information
concerning your personal investment goals. Investors are urged to consider
carefully whether the products, asset classes (e.g., equities, fixed income,
alternative investments, commodities, etc.) and strategies discussed are
suitable to their individual needs. Investors must also consider the
objectives, risks, charges, and expenses associated with the investment
product or strategy prior to making an investment decision. More complete
information is available from your J.P. Morgan representative, and you
should be aware of the general and specific risks relevant to the matters
discussed in the material. You will independently, without any reliance on
J.P. Morgan, make your own judgment and decision with respect to any
investment referenced in this material.
J.P. Morgan may hold a position for itself or our other clients which may not
be consistent with the information, opinions, estimates, investment
strategies or views expressed in this document. JPMorgan Chase & Co. or
its affiliates may hold a position or act as market maker in the financial
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instruments of any issuer discussed herein or act as an underwriter,
placement agent, advisor or lender to such issuer.
References in this report to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPMorgan Chase & Co.,
its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide.
Legal Entities and Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts, such as checking, savings and
bank lending, may be subject to approval. Deposit products and related
services are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer
investment products, which may include bank-managed accounts and
custody, as part of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment
products and services, such as brokerage and advisory accounts, are
offered through J.P. Morgan
Securities LLC (“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. Annuities are
made available through Chase Insurance Agency, Inc. (CIA), a licensed
insurance agency, doing business as Chase Insurance Agency Services,
Inc. in Florida. JPMCB, JPMS and CIA are affiliated companies under the
common control of JPMorgan Chase & Co. Products not available in all
states.
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In the United Kingdom, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan International
Bank Limited (“JPMIB”) with the registered office located at 25 Bank Street,
Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP, registered in England No. 03838766.
JPMIB is authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
In addition, this material may be distributed by JPMorgan Chase Bank,
N.A. (“JPMCB”), Paris branch, which is regulated by the French banking
authorities Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and Autorité
des Marchés Financiers or by J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, which is regulated
in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
(FINMA).
In Hong Kong, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Hong Kong branch.
JPMCB, Hong Kong branch is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority and the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In
Hong Kong, we will cease to use your personal data for our marketing
purposes without charge if you so request. In Singapore, this material is
distributed by JPMCB, Singapore branch. JPMCB, Singapore branch is
regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Dealing and advisory
services and discretionary investment management services are provided
to you by JPMCB, Hong Kong/Singapore branch (as notified to you).
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Banking and custody services are provided to you by JPMIB and/or JPMCB
Singapore Branch. The contents of this document have not been reviewed
by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong, Singapore or any other
jurisdictions. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this
document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this
document, you should obtain independent professional advice.
With respect to countries in Latin America, the distribution of this material
may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. Receipt of this material does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which
such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would
be unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. To the extent this content
makes reference to a fund, the Fund may not be publicly offered in any
Latin American country, without previous registration of such fund’s
securities in compliance with the laws of the corresponding jurisdiction.
Public Offering of any security, including the shares of the Fund, without
previous registration at Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission—
CVM is completely prohibited. Some products or services contained in the
materials might not be currently provided by the Brazilian and Mexican
platforms. This material should not be duplicated or redistributed without
our permission.
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